Juniperus spp. pollen is a significant allergen that can be transported 200-600 km from the source. Local observations of Juniperus spp. pollen may not be consistent with the timing and source of pollen collected by pollen sampling instruments.

Methods:
The Dust REgional Atmospheric Model (DREAM) is a verified model for atmospheric dust transport modeling using MODIS data products to identify source regions and quantities of dust. We successfully modified the DREAM model to incorporate pollen transport (PREAM) and used MODIS satellite images to develop Juniperus ashelli pollen input source masks. The Pollen Release Potential Source Map, also referred to as a source mask in model applications, may use different satellite platforms and sensors and a variety of data sets other than the USGS CAF data we used to map J. ashelli cover type. MODIS derived percent tree cover is obtained from MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields (VCF) product (collection 3 and 4, MOD44B, 500 and 250 m grid resolution). We use updated 2010 values to calculate pollen concentration at source (J. ashelli). The original MODIS derived values are converted from native ~250 m to 990 m (~1 km) for the calculation of a mask to fit the model (PREAM) resolution.

Results:
The simulation period is chosen following the information that in the last 2 weeks of December 2010. The PREAM modeled near-surface concentrations (Nm⁻³) show the transport patterns of J. ashelli pollen over a 5-day period (Fig 2). Typical scales of the simulated transport process are regional.

Fig. 1. (a) The concentration of Juniperus Ashelli pollen at source (grid resolution of 1 km²). (b) Histogram of source concentration of Juniperus pollen which is used in the PREAM model as input source field.

Fig. 2. PREAM simulation and forecast of airborne pollen count (Nm⁻³) for 2 days, at 1 hr time steps. (a) Near surface distribution of airborne pollen concentration (forecast) for J. ashelli. (b) Vertical profile of pollen concentration in the atmosphere.

Fig. 3. Post-processing routine to produce output products for ingesting into the New Mexico Environmental Public Health Tracking system & SYRIS

Conclusions:
These initial results are very promising. The Pollen Release Potential Source Map generated from MODIS and/or other satellite data are important in defining pollen sources. Initial PREAM model runs appeared to model pollen transport timing that is consistent with ground-based pollen observations. Future work will be done to compare PREAM model results with ground-based pollen observations. We believe that advanced pollen forecasts will lead to better preparedness for asthma and allergy sufferers, hospital admissions personnel, and workforce managers, pharmaceutical marketing and distribution functions, and contribute to a reduction in false-positive respiratory diagnoses.
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